Nearly 200 people traveled to the beautiful city of Portland, Ore., for the 12th International Conference on Ceramic Processing Science, August 4–7, 2013, at the Hilton Portland and Executive Tower. The series began in 1986 to address challenges in particle-based processes and has since evolved to include thin-film processes, precursor processes, and other aspects of processing to tailor ceramic materials to specific microstructures and properties.

The organizing committee co-chairs included Gary Messing (Pennsylvania State University), Jennifer Lewis (Harvard University), Kunihito Koumoto (Nagoya University, Japan), and Lennart Bergström (Stockholm University, Sweden).

Messing described the meeting as a success, saying, “We welcomed many of the foremost experts in disciplines related to ceramic processing science with more than 40 invited talks and five plenary lectures. The quality of the science presented was state-of-the-art and the speakers clearly mapped out the future directions and challenges in the field of ceramic processing science.”

1 Marilyn Stoltz of the ACerS staff greets meeting delegates and finalizes their registrations.
2 Nearly 200 delegates attended the opening session of the conference.
3 Poster sessions on Sunday and Tuesday evenings gave presenters and visitors a chance to “talk science” at length.
4 From left: Ricardo Castro (University of California, Davis), William Fahrenholtz (Missouri University of Science and Technology), and Shen Dillon (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
5 The conference dinner was a good place for young processing scientists to meet the larger community.
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